
DRIVING 
WOOD 
TRANSFORMATION™

Sales and operations planning (S&OP) is the equivalent 
of an airport’s control tower for your hardwood mill(s). 
It’s where directions and priorities come from. It’s 
essential to sticking the landing—every time.

PMP WeSchedule™ (part of PMP TeamMate™) is the 
result of over 15 years working with more than 100 mills 
to flawlessly orchestrate sales and operations so that 
you can consistently deliver the right quality products 
at the right time to your customers.

Like everything we make, PMP WeSchedule is 
specifically designed for the unique needs of the wood 
transformation industry. With all the sawdust on our 
boots, we understand that mills don’t operate the same 
as other manufacturing installations.

ALWAYS AVAILABLE.  
ON TIME.

BENEFITS
 ■ Ensure kiln availability and optimal performance
 ■ Consistently meet product delivery dates
 ■ Improve rough lumber supply planning
 ■ Better forecast sales and be more agile when you 

get last-minute orders
 ■ Spend less time planning
 ■ Optimize your supply chain
 ■ Measure the impacts of equipment availability on 

the supply chain
 ■ Fewer corrective actions to meet sales promises 

such as unplanned production run changes
 ■ Give a concise overall view of sawing, drying, 

molding, varnishing, etc. operations to everyone

FEATURES
 ■ End-to-end operational overview
 ■ Inventory forecasts
 ■ Easy work order prioritizing
 ■ Varnishing scheduler
 ■ Kiln scheduler
 ■ Drying, varnishing, etc. recipe editor
 ■ Alerts when estimated shipping dates deviate 

from planning
 ■ Part of PMP TeamMate, our mill OS
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ENSURE KILN AVAILABILITY AND 
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE

PMP WeSchedule is designed to efficiently manage your kilns 
so that they are available when you need them to be and always 
offering peak performance for the products to be dried. This 
guarantees quality lumber, just in time, all the time.

CONSISTENTLY MEET PRODUCT 
DELIVERY DATES
Orders for specialty products don’t always come in at regular 
intervals or consistent volumes. When they do come in, they 
always place a stress on operations. PMP WeSchedule offers 
the flexibility to quickly reorganize production planning and work 
orders in such a way that you don’t disrupt your entire supply chain. 
Our software also allows you to accurately estimate sales order 
completion dates, which makes shipping much easier. All this 
enables the mill to dependably deliver on your sales promises and 
reduce such overhead as overtime.

IMPROVE SALES FORECASTS AND AGILITY
Having a thorough understanding of what’s in inventory and 
production gives your sales team the agility to seize unexpected 
opportunities as they arise—without completely disrupting the 
entire production schedule. PMP WeSchedule is designed 
to help minimize the number of corrective actions necessary 
when you unexpectedly have to modify a production run, which 
also limits disruptions. The software eliminates most of the 
need for frequent adjustments to product planning by taking 
inventory and sales orders into account, improving vertical 
communication within the mill and your ability to deliver on time.

Being able to turn on a dime affords you the flexibility to have a 
wider product offering, while maintaining a stellar sales record.

END-TO-END 
OPERATIONAL 
VIEW
Having a self-contained overview of every 
step in your manufacturing process—
over the time span that matters—gives 
every stakeholder in your business the 
necessary information to understand 
what’s in the pipe.



FEATURES
PMP WeSchedule is more than 
a simple planning tool. It pools 
information from your entire S&OP 
chain to give you the control and 
agility you need to always deliver on 
time.

This dashboard, available to everyone 
with access, displays the current 
sawing, drying, molding, and varnishing 
operational overview. You can adjust the 
timeline from hourly to quarterly for a 
granular to a bird’s-eye view.

Scheduling is based on capacity to 
maximize throughput instead of a kanban 
pull flow.

END-TO-END 
OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

With accurate inventories that account 
for sales and production, you always 
know what’s available for more flexibility 
over your supply chain. It also enables 
you to anticipate raw material purchases 
so as not to prevent order fulfillment.

INVENTORY 
FORECASTS

With PMP WeSchedule it’s easy to set 
the priority of work orders within recipes 
for a selected time frame in only a few 
clicks.

WORK ORDER 
PRIORITIZING
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GO BEYOND CONVENTIONAL REPORTING—
PUT YOUR DATA TO WORK

PMP TeamMate™ is a complete solution for your business—whether it’s a single or multiple-mill operation.

Quickly and easily manage your 
varnishing line’s schedule with our 
intuitive interface.

VARNISHING 
SCHEDULER

A few clicks is all you need to define all 
your drying rules according to your kilns, 
recipes, schedule, and more.

DRYING RULE 
EDITOR

TALK TO SALES 
RIGHT AWAY
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+1 581-891-7677


